BEAUTIFUL IS RELENTLESS
DBX is a new kind of Aston Martin, one founded on the same principles of beauty, luxury and driving dynamics, yet redefined, ready for anything, powered by the spirit of adventure.

Built on brand new, all-Aston Martin architecture, DBX is designed to carry occupants in true Aston Martin style, with the ability to go where no Aston Martin has gone before. Brimming with the latest technology to keep you safe, DBX is comfortable and delivers an engaging driving experience. Our SUV’s capabilities deliver confidence to the driver across all terrains, while remaining a true Aston Martin to its core.

DBX is beautiful, sumptuously luxurious and able to thrill from the moment you sit behind the wheel and fire up the twin-turbo V8 engine. Our new SUV maintains a proud heritage as an Aston Martin DB. The initials belong to David Brown, the man who defined what an Aston Martin should be and whose vision continues throughout the company to this day.

It was David Brown himself who had the idea for a luxury SUV in the 1950s. He even built a prototype years before anyone else. DBX remains true both to his name and vision of creating an Aston Martin for multiple terrains.

It is an ambition brought to life in a brand new home for a brand new kind of Aston Martin. Our new factory at St Athan in Wales’ Vale of Glamorgan is a state-of-the-art facility, designed from the outset to build DBX.
DBX is a relentless adventurer, with the space and ability to take you wherever you choose to go. It is an SUV imbued with the spirit of an Aston Martin sports car. It is intrepid, ambitious and restless; the status quo is never enough, not when there are new places to go, new experiences to enjoy.

Active all-wheel drive with variable torque distribution and height-adjustable air suspension all provide DBX with the confidence and versatility you need for life’s great adventures. It will never compromise how it gets you there. DBX provides the beauty, comfort and indulgence of an Aston Martin while allowing you to imprint your own identity on an already exquisite interior.

DBX is great to drive, not just by SUV standards, but by any Aston Martin standard. Thanks to lightweight aluminum construction, its world-leading Aston Martin powertrain and suspension developed by the finest engineers of their kind, DBX drives like no other SUV out there. It drives like a sports car.

AN ASTON MARTIN IN SUV FORM
DBX celebrates the Aston Martin design language in a new form. As we created a unique body architecture just for DBX, the design and proportions reflect the Aston Martin signature style. That’s why DBX is so sculptural, has such presence and why it appears so compact on the outside yet impressively spacious within.

The design language is so instantly recognizable that even with the iconic wings badges removed, you would know at once and without a doubt that this is an Aston Martin.
The inimitable Aston Martin grille was first seen on a DB2 prototype in 1949 and today provides as distinctive and evocative a face for DBX a lifetime later. It is integral to its design, dictating the muscular curvature of the hood and the way it clothes the mighty powertrain.

Below the grille, the daytime running lights have been separated from the main headlights, adding to the car’s commanding presence. These draw two air intakes that help control the flow of air along the side of the car, maintaining aerodynamic balance and providing cooling to the massive, ultra-high performance braking system.

The dramatic shape of the doors provides DBX with an astonishing profile, emphasizing the unique sculpture of all modern Aston Martins. At the back, the distinctive tail flip with its sleek, signature LED light blade recalls instantly the styling of Vantage, our archetypal hunter.

The beautiful forms of DBX have been tailored to enhance its function. Control of the airflow over the car is crucial; the shape of DBX ensures it is always carefully guided, keeping it aerodynamically stable, quiet and cool. The side vents remove air from the front wheel arch to reduce drag, while the rear roof wing splits the air, providing aerodynamic downforce and driving air through the wing and onto the rear screen to maintain a clear rear window.
DBX sits on an all-new platform designed by us exclusively for our SUV. Like all core Aston Martin models, DBX is crafted from aluminum that’s bonded not just for immense strength and stiffness but ultra-lightweight too. The result is that despite lavish levels of equipment, it is one of the lightest full-sized SUVs on the market today.

We never compromise on the engineering principles that govern the way all our cars ride and handle, and DBX is no exception. Like all of our production sports and GT cars, DBX has a double wishbone front suspension combined with a multi-link rear axle, as well as electronic adaptive damping for every wheel. The first Aston Martin to use all-round triple chamber air suspension, DBX delivers both outstanding ride comfort and dynamic control. The system also allows the ride height to change by up to 3.74” from lowest to highest setting, allowing it to be raised to negotiate difficult terrain or lowered to provide easy access and loading.

DBX is equipped with active anti-roll control, a powerful 48-volt system used to control body roll in corners. The system is so flexible it can uncouple the anti-roll bars, allowing maximum axle articulation and wheel travel to keep all wheels firmly on the ground. Whether in challenging on or off-road conditions, this allows DBX to corner with almost no roll at all.
The all new powertrain for DBX has been precisely and specifically tuned to its unique role within the Aston Martin family. The 4-liter, twin-turbo V8 engine is built entirely by hand. The base unit is provided by technical supplier Mercedes-AMG, and Aston Martin powertrain engineers have created customized power and torque characteristics suited to the unique requirements of an SUV.

DBX offers an exhilarating 550 PS power output, backed by 700 NM of torque. That power is delivered over the widest possible range, focusing in particular on providing instant response at engine speeds. Our engineers have worked to ensure that DBX carries the inimitable exhaust note of an Aston Martin.
DBX is exceptionally versatile, with five preset chassis and powertrain modes. These range from a balanced GT setting to a thrilling Sport+ mode. For multi-terrain driving, two Terrain modes adjust the suspension and all-wheel drive systems to suit whichever surface you are on. In all cases, power is intelligently directed through our customized all-wheel drive system. It is capable of directing the engine’s power almost exclusively to the rear wheels for maximum driving dynamics, or up to 47 percent to the front wheels when the driving environment calls for maximum possible traction. The system incorporates an active center transfer case and an electronic rear differential.

Whether you’re towing across a muddy field, driving in mixed terrains or even wading through up to 19.7” of water, you can be confident DBX is up to the challenge. With the ability to instantly vary the programming of its engine, gearbox, suspension and steering, DBX adapts itself not just to take you where you want to go, but to get you there with ultimate ease and comfort.
DBX provides a sumptuous experience for every occupant. It’s a world of luxury, which comes with a sense of airiness and space for all. A commanding driving position is provided to instill a sense of confidence and provide a superb platform from which to view the road ahead. The cabin architecture has been designed to wrap around you, making you part of the machine, like a true Aston Martin.

Every interior can be curated with a range of optional materials, equipment and accessories precisely tailored to your needs.
DBX has been designed to ensure all occupants enjoy the full Aston Martin experience. Wherever you sit, we have not compromised your indulgence and comfort in our first SUV.

DBX may sit appropriately low relative to some full-sized SUVs; however, the space efficiency of its unique bonded aluminum structure means there is no corresponding reduction in headroom, in either the front or rear. We have optimized the location of the powertrain, freeing up legroom in both cabins. As a result, rear-seat passengers will find they enjoy as much head and legroom as those in the front.
The interior has been built to be beautiful, luxurious and outstandingly durable. Three different grades of leather are available, as well as the first-ever use of woven wool felt in a production road car. It combines 80 percent New Zealand wool with 20 percent polymer for an unrivalled combination of feel and resilience. This upholstery can be further combined with a choice of seven different dashboard veneers, from contemporary wood to a carbon fiber and natural flax composite. Two large TFT (Thin Film Transistor) screens offer fully digital graphics for all infotainment functions. In front of the driver, the 12.3-in screen provides beautifully rendered instruments that vary their appearance depending on the drive mode selected, while the 10.25-in central display is controlled by a rotary controller to keep the screen fingerprint free. DBX is fully configured for mobile device connectivity and a choice of sound systems, offering up to 800W through 14 speakers.

The technology you cannot see is just as important, helping keep you and your companions safe in all conditions. Amongst these are: adaptive cruise control, forward collision warning, autonomous emergency braking, lane keep assist, lane departure warning, blind spot warning, lane change warning, rear cross traffic alert, and traffic sign recognition.

THE DETAIL IN THE DESIGN
SPORT is not only about performance, it’s a choice and a lifestyle. The warmth of wool felt and open-pore Olive Ash evokes an active reconnection with nature. This is a soft and warm combination for a stylish and confident you.

Poltle and cultured, but with a sting in its tail. With quintessential tailormade and influenced by the colors and textures of the British countryside, the interior is defined by modern dark wood contrasted with Obsidian Black and Ivory. Classic with a twist, a color accent brings the perfect hint of eccentricity to highlight an idiosyncratic culmination of modernity and tradition.
MALIBU OPERA

Introduce a modern but timeless elegance. When a night at the opera closes a day of adventure on a café racer. Go for a rebellious sophistication.

EXTERIOR

Onyx Black paint
Gloss Black hood blades
Gloss Black side window surround, roof rails, grille and side strakes
Gloss Black mirror caps
Gloss Black front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper infill
22" Ribbon Satin Black diamond turned wheels
Black painted brake calipers
Smoked rear lights
Ceramic Black exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR

Monotone Obsidian Black
Comfort Two-tone Obsidian Black heated steering wheel
Elegant seat quilting and perforation
Q Seat Stitching in Obsidian Black
Embroidered Aston Martin Wings logo
High Gloss Piano Black veneers
Satin Chrome interior jewelry pack
Obsidian Black leather headlining
Contemporary Obsidian Black carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

METROPOLITAN SPRITZ

Inject some bubbles into your extravagant life. A trend-led satin exterior, reminiscent of anodized copper underpinned by subtle violet shadowing. Yellow pops as an accent and enhances the contrast between light coral and Indigo leather. In a fast-paced city life, the vibrant metropolis opens its doors to reveal cosmetic and pop-energy. This is young, daring, fresh and beyond fashion.

EXTERIOR

Q Satin Solar Bronze paint
Satin Chrome hood blades
Satin-look side window surround, rear rails, grille and side strakes
Body Color rear lights
Body Color front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper infill
22" Ribbon Gloss Graphite diamond turned wheels
Yellow painted brake calipers
Smoked rear lights
Polished Chrome exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR

Mid Two-tone Indigo Blue and Coral Sand
Sports Indigo Blue heated steering wheel
Elegant seat quilting and perforation
Q Seat Stitching in Coral Sand
Embroidered Aston Martin Wings logo
Bronze Mesh veneers
Satin Chrome interior jewelry pack
Coral Sand leather headlining
Contemporary Dark Knight carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

Images are for illustration purposes only, please confirm full specification availability in your market with your dealer.
CAPRI MACHINE

A tribute to the Dolce Vita: heritage, elegance and power. Coated with a timeless blend of shimmering white and comforted in luxurious Lords Red leather and Alcantara®. Appreciate the opulence of sculpted solid walnut, connecting your senses to the Bella Machina. It generates an unforgettable dose of wild excitement.

EXTERIOR
Morning Frost White paint
- Carbon Fiber side strakes
- Carbon Fiber hood blades
- Gloss Black side window surround, roof rails and grille
- Carbon Fiber front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper infill
- Carbon Fiber mirror caps
- 22” Ribbon Satin Black diamond turned wheels
- Red painted brake calipers
- Ceramic Black exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR
Monotone Lords Red
- Comfort Two-tone Obsidian Black and Lords Red heated steering wheel
- Elegant seat quilting and perforation
- Seat Stitching in Chancellor Red
- Embroidered Aston Martin Wings logo
- Solid Wood Crown Cut Walnut veneers
- Dark Satin Chrome interior jewelry pack
- Chancellor Red Alcantara ® headlining
- Contemporary Dark Red carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

MOJAVE MINIMALIST

An unexpected immersion into a refined and crafted atmosphere. Mixing subtly detailed tan leather with tonal Alcantara® hints at the equestrian world and fine saddlery. Warm flax finishes, innovative and sustainable, fulfill your appetite for cutting-edge technology and contemporary aesthetics. Hyper Red, with its extreme liquid appearance, resonates with your inner sense of confidence. Crafted, elegant and just a little bit wild.

EXTERIOR
Hyper Red paint
- Satin Chrome hood blades
- Satin finished side window surround, roof rails, grille and side strakes
- Classic Black front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper infill
- Body Color mirror caps
- 22” Sports Black Diamond turned wheels
- Dark Anodized brake calipers
- Red rear lights
- Polished Chrome exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR
Monotone Oxford Tan
- Comfort Two-tone Obsidian Black and Oxford Tan heated steering wheel
- Technical seat quilting and perforation
- Seat Stitching in Chancellor Red
- Embroidered DRL logo
- Plus Compass vectors
- Satin Chrome interior priority pack
- Global Sun Sunroofs ®
- Contemporary Oxford Tan carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

Images are for illustration purposes only, please confirm full specification availability in your market with your dealer.
Sport and refinement run deeply in Aston Martin’s veins. For understated performance and a competitive edge, it effortlessly combines lightweight carbon fiber with a technical blue and red accent that any sporting yacht owner would take instantly to heart.

EXTERIOR
- Concorde Blue paint
- Gloss Black hood blades
- Gloss Black side mirror surrounds, rear view mirrors, grill and side strakes
- Carbon Fiber front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper filler
- Glass Black mirror caps
- 22” Sports Satin Black diamond turned wheels
- Red painted brake calipers
- Smoked rear lights
- Ceramic Black exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR
- Monotone Blue Haze Metallic
- Sports Blue Haze heated steering wheel
- Technical seat quilting and perforation
- Ebony straight grain wood trims in Black
- Q Gloss Carbon Fiber veneers
- Q Dark Satin Chrome interior pack with Dark Satin Chrome leather
- Blue Haze Alcantara® headlining
- Contemporary Blue Haze carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

A bold and assertive take on Sport. A daring contrast of highly liquid, reflective Golden Saffron with the ambient depth of Dark Knight leather. Evocative of a late-night ride through a sleepless city scene. Bravely embrace individuality.

EXTERIOR
- Golden Saffron paint
- Carbon Fiber side strakes
- Carbon Fiber hood blades
- Gloss Black side mirror surrounds, rear view mirrors, grill and side strakes
- Carbon Fiber front splitter, side sills, rear diffuser and rear bumper filler
- Carbon Fiber Gloss Black mirror caps
- 22” Ribbon Satin Black diamond turned wheels
- Q Madagascar Orange brake calipers
- Red rear lights
- Ceramic Black exhaust tailpipe finisher

INTERIOR
- Monotone Dark Knight
- Sports Dark Knight heated steering wheel
- Technical seat quilting and perforation
- Ebony straight grain wood trims in Black
- Q Gloss Carbon Fiber veneers
- Q Carbon Fiber interior pack with Dark Satin Chrome
- Dark Knight Alcantara® headlining
- Contemporary Dark Knight carpets with leather-bound carpet mats

Images are for illustration purposes only. Please confirm full specification availability in your market with your dealer.
Over and above the extensive range of options available for DBX, Aston Martin has curated a collection of accessories to help you tailor your DBX even more precisely to your requirements, no matter where your next adventure should take you.

THE ASTON MARTIN ACCESSORIES COLLECTION

Over and after the extensive range of options available for DBX, Aston Martin has curated a collection of accessories to help you tailor your DBX even more precisely to your requirements, no matter where your next adventure should take you.

The pack that recognizes DBX can enhance your life, long after it has delivered you to your desired destination, by providing you with the perfect vantage point from which to watch great sporting events, or simply enjoy the world pass by.

The Event Pack includes Event Seating, comprising two deployable rear-facing seats, trimmed in color-matched leather, complete with a hamper, a picnic blanket rolled within an Aston Martin leather holder and even an umbrella holder too.

The pack to cover every eventuality, no matter how far and wide you roam in your DBX. The pack includes roof bars, mud flaps, heavy-duty tread plates and an Aston Martin wet storage bag.

Those wishing to personalize the Adventure Pack further can add the Bike Pack, which provides not only a roof-mounted bike rack but also a portable washer than can run off either its own power supply or be plugged straight into DBX.

Alternatively, winter sports fans can specify the Snow Pack, which comes with additional snow chains for tires, a roof rack designed to carry six sets of skis, a ski bag and ski boot warmer bag.

EVENT PACK

The pack that recognizes DBX can enhance your life, long after it has delivered you to your desired destination, by providing you with the perfect vantage point from which to watch great sporting events, or simply enjoy the world pass by.

The Event Pack includes Event Seating, comprising two deployable rear-facing seats, trimmed in color-matched leather, complete with a hamper, a picnic blanket rolled within an Aston Martin leather holder and even an umbrella holder too.

ADVENTURE PACK

The pack to cover every eventuality, no matter how far and wide you roam in your DBX. The pack includes roof bars, mud flaps, heavy-duty tread plates and an Aston Martin wet storage bag.

Those wishing to personalize the Adventure Pack further can add the Bike Pack, which provides not only a roof-mounted bike rack but also a portable washer than can run off either its own power supply or be plugged straight into DBX.

Alternatively, winter sports fans can specify the Snow Pack, which comes with additional snow chains for tires, a roof rack designed to carry six sets of skis, a ski bag and ski boot warmer bag.
Pets are part of the family too, and now with the Pet Pack you need not worry about the impact they might have on your DBX. The Pet Pack offers all you need to keep your pet safe and happy while traveling and your DBX safely protected from the elements and those muddy paws.

The pack includes a dog guard, portable washer, fold-down protection for the rear bumper and even somewhere to store your dog leash and water bowls.

Field Sport Pack

The Field Sport Pack provides the ultimate collection of accessories for those interested in traditional field sports or countryside adventures.

Included within the pack is a cabinet to safely store your field sports equipment, a hamper with a built-in cooling area and a shooting stick providing a place to sit wherever you go.

Touring Pack

The ultimate way to travel and the finest way to arrive. The Touring Pack comprises practical but beautiful ways to make every trip into an occasion.

The pack includes a beautifully hand-crafted leather four-piece luggage set comprising a pair of duffel bags and two cases, an in-car leather saddlebag for storing items you want to keep with you, a lockable storage compartment under the front seat and an Aston Martin Emergency Pack.

Expression Pack

The Expression Pack is designed to add another level of indulgence both inside and out, complementing the distinctive DBX with subtle but effective final touches.

The pack includes key pouch in finest leather, comfort headrests with additional padding, illuminated ’DBX’ tread plates, a stunning carbon fibre finish to the tailpipes, and even valve caps carrying the Aston Martin wings for the ultimate attention to detail.

PET PACK

FIELD SPORT PACK

TOURING PACK

EXPRESSION PACK
For everyday life on the road, a pack that thinks of things small in stature, but which can enhance everything from the shortest journey to the grandest tour.

The Essentials Pack includes a center console organizer, a heated travel cup and an additional carpet mat for the load area.

The Sanctuary Pack ensures you look after your DBX just as well as it looks after you, with a selection of protective accessories for both the interior cabin and exterior.

The pack includes a full kit for cleaning and caring for your DBX, an indoor car cover for when your DBX is in the garage, and a battery conditioner to make sure it’s primed and ready to go on its next adventure.

The Interior Protection Pack is designed to keep your interior cabin protected from the elements when needed. As additional features, each item can also be swiftly and easily removed when not required.

The pack includes all weather mats, not just for the cabin but for the load space too. It comes with a rear bumper protector and even a waterproof cover for the rear seats.

For everyday life on the road, a pack that thinks of things small in stature, but which can enhance everything from the shortest journey to the grandest tour.

The Essentials Pack includes a center console organizer, a heated travel cup and an additional carpet mat for the load area.
Where the conventional selection of options and accessories for DBX stops is where Q by Aston Martin starts. A personal commissioning service like no other, it allows you to take over the design studio and, working on a one-to-one basis with Aston Martin’s stylists, designers and engineers, give full rein to your imagination. At Q by Aston Martin, we’re delighted to take inspiration from our customers and, within the bounds of practical possibility, work with you until we can turn inspiration into a reality. Together we can create a DBX unlike any other in the world, designed and built to your precise specification.

Your Q by Aston Martin journey will usually start with a visit to the home of Aston Martin in Gaydon in the British Midlands, though those who live overseas or who would prefer not to travel can meet us via video link. There you’ll meet specialists from the Q team, as well as members from our design team and the engineers who will determine if further testing is advisable or required.

Once a full digital rendering has been provided and approved by you, your DBX can begin its journey and be committed for production. While being built, we’d be delighted to invite you to come and see your car created at our headquarters in Gaydon.
For DBX, Q by Aston Martin has created a number of unique commission options, each designed specifically with our customers in mind and engineered to standards you’d expect of an Aston Martin.

**CUSTOMIZED WHEEL REFINISHING**

DBX already offers six wheel finishes across the range of wheels available for the car. But if you want your wheels enhanced even further, Q by Aston Martin is here to help. Our customized wheel finishing service allows customers to personalize their wheels in a range of ways, including full color finishes in the same shade as the car’s bodywork (or any other color), tinted lacquer, hyper-liquid metal and two-tone finishes.

**VENEER-TRIMMED LOAD SPACE**

Who says the load area cannot look as beautiful and glamorous as the rest of the car’s interior? Q by Aston Martin can replace the standard carpeting of the load area with a veneer to precisely match the inlays found in the rest of the car, be they Gloss Black, Olive Ash, Exotics or Carbon Fiber. Metal runners along the length of the load space mean your chosen veneer can remain in pristine condition for the life of the car.

The ultimate finishing touch to a DBX interior. Instead of the metal used for the center console surround, door handles and shift paddles, Q by Aston Martin offers these items with a three-dimensional pattern. These are not just stamped components, but parts machined from a solid billet of aluminum to microscopic tolerance levels to ensure they feel every bit as good as they look. Available in aluminum, anodized color or two-tone color finishes.
LOAD SPACE & STORAGE
• Commode with electric lock
• Shoe storage – front & rear pockets
• Front storage – front center console
• Front storage – rear center console
• Front seat storage – map pockets
• Captain's seat – seat & rear
• Load space hard cover – leather
• Load space – seat ties
• Load space – stainless steel Preston

INTERIOR TRIM & SEATS
• Strawthrone leather interior trim (Sahara Black)
• Microsuede headlining & real Black (red only)
• Full grain 'Caithness' leather interior trim – choice of 5 colors (Blackland Black, Sahara Tan, Lumber Red, Aurora Blue, Black Diamond)
• Alcantara® headlining & real Black (Silver Gray)
• Front seats, door mirrors and steering column – black anodized metal
• Rear seats – 3, 1 seat, 40-20-40 split folding
• Handbrake – front & rear
• Seat reclining – Aston Martin’s ‘V’ style
• Carpet & seat mats with rod kit
• Heated/cool seats
• Rearview mirror – Auto-dimming
• Cupholder – stainless steel & leather
• Rearview mirror – heated

INTERIOR FEATURES
• Keyless entry
• Keyless engine start/stop
• Automatic climate control
• Auto-dimming interior rear-view mirror
• Double sun visors (sandblasted & soft window)
• Illuminated vanity mirrors
• Exterior mirrors lighting
• Ambient lighting (40 colors, dual zone)
• Aston Martin keys (x2)

OPTIONAL FEATURES

EXTERIOR FEATURES
• Exterior satin carbon fiber – extended color palette
• Plastic protection film – extended coverage
• Privacy glass
• Privacy glass – double-glazed, insulated
• Head lamps – Satin Chrome or Gloss Black
• Feather paint – choice of colors (Black & Carbon Fiber)
• Exterior Pack Iron – Gloss Black or Carbon Fiber (front splitter, side skirts, rear diffuser)
• Exterior Pack Upper – Black/Gloss Black or Carbon Fiber (front grille, door mirrors, side view, window surround, roof rail, exhausts (pipe fins, exhaust handle)
• Aston Martin wings & seat backrest – black anodized metal
• Aston Martin wings & rear maskback – machined carbon fiber
• LED tail lights – Smoked Gray

WHEELS & TIRES
• 22” Sports alloy wheels – Satin Black
• 22” Sports alloy wheels – Gloss Black Diamond Turned
• 22” Ribbed alloy wheels – Gloss Graphite Turned
• 22” Ribbed alloy wheels – Satin Black & Bronze
• Wheel Center Caps – Satin Black or Carbon Fiber
• Spare space square wheel
• Pirelli Scorpion Zero All Season tires
• Pirelli Scorpion Winter tires (accessory fit)

INTERIOR TRIM & SEATS
• Extensive veneer trim to door panels
• Solid Walnut wood (center console & door handles)
• Piano Ivory wood veneer (center console)
• Dark Ziricote Open-Pore wood (center console)
• Nature Stone Matte Black wood (center console)
• Black Walnut wood (center console & door handles)
• Extended veneer trim (not to be used with Black Walnut wood)

PACKS
• CONVENIENCE PACK
• Park Assist
• Touchpad

* kemoto is updated as testing continues.
PICTURES AND WORD MARK
The cars illustrated in this brochure may include additional options not featured in this brochure or that are only available at extra cost. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG Inc and any use of such marks is under licence.

UPDATES
Aston Martin Lagonda Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its cars and alterations take place continually. Whilst every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current products, options, accessories or specifications, nor does it constitute any offer for sale of any particular car, product, option, accessories or services or combination of the same. This brochure is merely an indication of the kinds of Aston Martin products and services which may be available from time to time. The contents of this brochure represent Aston Martin Lagonda Limited’s business as a whole. Text and photographs may relate to models, specifications, options, accessories and services that are not available for sale in some countries or which have been superseded or are otherwise no longer available.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Certified figures on fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions will be determined promptly as part of the homologation and type-approval process and immediately be published on www.astonmartin.com. Performance results quoted in this brochure are obtained under controlled test conditions (in accordance with applicable regulations) and may vary depending on the specification of the particular car, road and environmental conditions and driving style. Tyre choice may also impact on performance results, ride comfort and handling. Published figures should be used for comparison purposes only and verification should not be attempted on public roads. No guarantee is given express or implied of performance results. Aston Martin Lagonda Limited strongly urges that all speed laws be obeyed and that safety belts be worn at all times. All petrol engines are fitted with a catalytic converter.

COPYRIGHT AND OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
This brochure and its contents are protected by various intellectual property rights, including without limitation, copyright, design rights and trademarks that are owned or licensed by Aston Martin. You may not copy or use this brochure or any of its contents for any commercial purpose without our prior written consent.

DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS
Distributors and dealers are not agents of Aston Martin Lagonda Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Aston Martin Lagonda Limited by any express or implied undertaking or representation. Sales by dealers or agents are subject to their terms and conditions of sale.

COMPANY DETAILS
Aston Martin Lagonda Limited (company number 01199255) has its registered office at Banbury Road, Gaydon, Warwickshire, CV35 0DB, England.
Telephone +44 (0)1926 644644
VAT ID Number 904 447 237
www.astonmartin.com
Part no: 707991 US 2019
Country of Origin: England
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IMPORTANT NOTICES

52